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ABSTRACT
This report deals with the theory and development of
a VHF correlation radio interf'erdnieter for investigating
ionospheric disturbances. The system was developed to
receive signals from the geostationary Application Tech-
nology Satellite series satellites. Amplitude and phase
variations of the signal passing through the ionosphere can
be detected by this instrument-
The system consists of two superhetrodyne. receivers
separated by a distance known, as the baseline of the system.
Since the system is a phase sensitive instrument, the local
oscillators of the two rdceivers must be phase coherent.
This is accomplished by using phase-locked loops for genera-
ting the local oscillators. The if^stem uses a frequency
synthesizer as a stable reference source. All frequencies
generated in the system are phase coherent with this source.
The two signals from the separate receivers are cross-
correlated. This is accomplished by multiplying the tv/o
signals together and then time averaging the result.
The system developed uses the principle of .frequency
off-set to increase the sensitivity of the instrument. This
is accomplished by off-setting one of the local* oscillators
by a small amount. "The" output of the multiplier - now-eon^--
tains a signal component whose frequency is equal to the"
amount of the off-set. This signal contains the amplitude
and phase information of the multiplied signal. Duel
11
channel correlation is accomplished by using quadrature
phase detection of the multiplied.signal. The integrated
output of the phase detectors represents the sine and co-
sine components of the correlated signals. The effects, of
amplitude and phase variations can be separated using
coordinate conversion techniques..
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1. INTRODUCTION - .
 ; .
The first section .of this work presents a review of the
basic operating principles of the correlation type radio-
interferometer as applied to the monitoring of geostationary
synchronous satellites. The basic interferometer consists
of two spaced receiver sites. Signals from an external
source enter the system at the receiver sites and are com-
pared by cross-correlation or multiplication. This system
is very sensitive to a change in position or apparent
position of the source. This is because the spatial response
of the system combines the individual directivity of each
antenna site with that of a multibeam fan. The individual
beams of the fan are comparable to that of a parabolic dish
with a diameter equal to the receiver site spacing. [Clark
and Frost, 1967].
Because of their phase sensitive characteristics, inter-
ferometers have become a valuable instrument for use in
the investigation of the ionosphere. Its use with synchro:-
nous satellites is one such example. The synchronous satel-
lite is a relatively stationary, coherent deterministic
source. Variations in the ray path length from the source
to the receiver sites occuring as the signal passes through
-the ionosphere .can be_ .detected using_ the principles of inter-
ferometry.
The second part of this work will deal with the design
considerations and construction of a short base line inter-
ferometer. It was built to investigate the nature and
occurrence of amplitude and phase scintillations of the
signal received from a synchronous satellite caused by
the ionosphere.
2. THEORY OF A SIMPLIFIED INTERFEROMETER
A simple idealized interferometer consisting of two
spaced receiver sites is shown in the block diagram of
Figure 1. The system shown shares a common local oscil-
lator. (In systems where the receiver spacing is far apart
and separate local oscillators are used, it is necessary
that the local oscillators be phase locked together or to
a common source.) The local oscillator signals must be
phase coherent, otherwise the output of the multiplier-
correlator will contain the unwanted phase variations
between the local oscillators.
Assume a distant point source, such as a synchronous
satellite, is radiating a monochromatic signal at some
frequency f . The point source is oriented at some ele-
vation angle 6 with respect to the baseline of the system
as shown in figure 1. The superhetrodyne output of both
receivers will be at some intermediate frequency f:. . Since'm
the local oscillator is common to both receivers, the out-
put of receiver 'A' can be written as
S,. = A sin(w..t + <|> + <f>^ J + N (t) (1)
lUcl 1U oTo. a.
and from receiver 'B1
?«bL_- B_sin.(Wmt_+ 0 + * - «, ) + Nfi(t) (2)
Definition of terms:
w . the radian IF frequency of the output of the
receivers
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The noise terms are due to sources external to the sys-
tem and also self noise generated in the receivers. This
noise exhibits a broad spectrum but is limited by the IF
bandwidth (Af ) of the receiver. If the. bandpass of the
receiver is considered to have an ideal rectangular band-
pass, then the noise can be treated as bandlimited white
noise centered about the IF frequency as shown in figure 2a.
In a well designed system the phase <b and <j> , are
ra ro
made insensitive to temperature and thus can be assumed
constant. The transmitter reference phase <J> is the same for
both receivers. It is therefore convenient to lump together
the phase angles to give
4>a = 4> + 4>ra and *b = * + <f>rb ~ *s
The outputs of the receivers can then be rewritten as
S _ = A sin(oo t +~ <j> T + N a ( t ) (3)Hid ILL a, a
Smb = B
-fm + fm
m
Fig. 2a. Frequency spectrum of the input signals
to the multiplier.
-2fm 2fm
Fig. 2b. Frequency spectrum of the output of the
multiplier.
A spectral analysis of these signals is now.presented.
They are composed of two parts, the deterministic signal
from the source and the noise terms which are statistical
in nature. Since the inputs of the receivers" are identical
except for a phase difference, only the 'A1 receiver will
be analyzed.
Since N (t) is considered bandlimited white nois.e,. its
a
power spectrum is . • . . . . . . ....
Af
I« f™ - -o51 <|f|<C + Afr/2..na
0 otherwise .... • .
The. autocorrelation function R (T) of this bandlimited
white noise can be found through Fourier inversion. [Thomas,
1969.] The integral is given by ' • .
-f •+' m ' f V m ' •• •'••'
-i-__ ' ' 'o J-w, *•»m 2 m 2
- R n a (T ) = 'I N oe j 2 7 T f -T df + I N 0 e j 2 T r f T - df
_f _ :-m f -J±
m. 2 m 2
The .result of the integration is
sinirAf T
-R (T) = . 2 A f N.. '— —U-.cos 2.7Tf .t - (6)
.ir A C -r
. . m . . .
Since the noise is uncorrelated with the signal, the
autocorrelation R (T) of the source signal is the time
aa
average because the signal is deterministic, [Thdmas, 1969]
R (T) = AVE {A sin(o> t + <J> )A sin('to (t +. t) .4- .6 ) } (7)
clcl m a. IU a.
where AVE represents the time average of the product.
8This reduces to
R _(T) = ~ cosCw T) (8)
aa z m
Taking the Fourier transform, the power spectral density
is
5(f + f> + 6 (f ' ]
The total spectrum of the IF output which includes both
noise and signal components is shown in figure 2a. The
signal to noise. ratio can be found using the following
relation [Lathi, 1968].
Raa(0) A2
_ et  _ •".
_
- Rna(0) -
It is readily apparent the signal to noise ratio of
the system can be increased by decreasing the bandwidth
of the receiver, -but in doing so the high frequency response
of the system will suffer.
2. 1 Detection By Cross-Correlation Or Multiplication
As shown in figure 1, the two IF signals from receiver
A and receiver B are -multiplied and then time averaged by
the correlator. The correlator output is given by
i
:i
 Rab = AVE{sma ' W
Performing the multiplication we get
M = S m a ' S m b .
M = A sin (w t + d> ) B sin (w, t + <J>, ) + noise terms
m a o D
(10)
The noise terms are assumed to be uncorrelated, so . they
will not contribute to the time .average of M. Using .trigono
metri.c identities this can.be expanded to . , •
M = cos (<j> -' (j)K) - cos[2u t •+ '-(A + <j>, ) ] - + noise
ci L) lU ci Lj
terms ' ' ' . ' (11)
Taking the Fourier transform, the spectrum, of the
multiplier output is
<j,(f) = 2£[6 (f)'cos($ - •<(>.), + 6(f + 2f ) +.2. ' a D • : m • 7 .'•---;•
5(f :- 2fm) ] + noise terms ; (12)
The spectrum is shown in figure 2b. It consists ,of
line components at ±2f and a DC term proportional,to ,
AB
—;rcos ( < f > - < ) > , ) . The: spectral lines are enclosed by a band.. .2. cl D " • -. . .•
of noise lying within the receiver bandwidth,Af. . Since the
- • - • m :
noise terms are assumed to be uncorrelated, their time
average value will be zero.: , The average value of the
sinusoidal signal at 2f is also zero. Therefore AVE{M},
• ^ • m • • . . . • • . .
which represents -the correlated,output reduces to
- R w = ^ cos(<() - <|>K) ... . . . (13)ao 2. a -- D ; • '
All the noise has been assumed to be uncorrelated, but
in reality even incoherent -noise sources from extra-terrestial
sources would also be correlated and would be additive to^
expression (13). So the multiplier output'has a DC term '
AR
with a value lying within- the range - -—j- depending upon the
value of the cosine term. The only term of interest is this
10
DC term which is a function of the phase angle (<J> - <j>, ) .
a o
The high frequency terms can be removed from the multiplier
output by a low pass filter. This leaves the DC term in
the presence of low frequency background noise.. The level
of this noise can be reduced by narrowing the overall receiver
bandwidth.
Let <}>s = «>a - <j»b) ; (4>ra'-"*rb>
(<j> - $ O is constant and can be neglected without a loss3Ta 3T.D
of generality. Therefore let
<j> is the phase difference between the two signals arriving
o
at the two receivers; given that the phase shifts intro-
duced into the signals by the passive elements in the
receivers and by the phase differences of the local oscil-
lators remain fixed'. '
2 . 2 Spatial Response of the System
The angle 4> can now be related to the geometry of the
S " ^
system. Assume the antennas are located "on an east-west
baseline of length L shown in . figure 3. The source is in
the west at an elevation angle of 6 degrees. If . the point
source is far away, the rays appearing at the antenna sites
can be assumed to be parallel. The electrical .path length
AX therefore represents the phase .difference $ . From the
£3
geometry AX .= Lr cos 6. and <f> = 2 TT AX/A •._- where A . = c/f . ,
Therefore.
= 2 T T f Q L cos(6) (14)
11
EAST A
« 1 »
. l_ . , . . . . . . , *
(Baseline)
B WEST
Fig. 3. The geometry of the interferometer system.
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<f> is a function of the baseline L, the input frequency,
o
and elevation angle of the source. If the baseline is
expressed in terms of multiple wavelengths, L = NX where
N is the number,of wavelengths- Equation (13) reduces to
<j> = 2TrNcos6s
By substituting the above relation into the expression for
the correlated output, equation (13), we get
ARRAB = ^  cos (27TNcos6) (15)
The plot of this function as a function of 6 will represent
the spatial response of the system. Figure 4 is a sample
plot in the first quadrant for the case of L —. 2X . As can
be seen, the pattern exhibits a succession of lobes. The
lobe width is a minimum in the vicinity of 90° and increases
at lower levels. The number and size of these lobes are
dependent on the site separation L. The number of lobes
in each quadrant will be 2N, where N is the baseline in
wavelengths. As the baseline increases, the system becomes
very sensitive to small changes in the elevation angle 6.
Thus the system adapts well to the accurate tracking and
location of R.F. sources. An R.F. source passing through
this spatial antenna pattern produces D.C. fluctuations at
AB ARthe output of the correlator between +—y and —^ -. This
fluctuating output is known as fringing.
It should be noted that the direction of motion of the
source through the antenna pattern affects the fringe rate
of the output. This is clearly seen when viewing a three
13 .
Fig. 4. The spatial response of the antenna pattern
in the first quadrant for the case N = 2A0.
6i' 92' 63' 94 represent the null points in
the pattern.
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dimensional portion of the antenna pattern generated with
omni-directional antennas shown in figure 5. This fan beam
structure is viewed end-on in figure 6. A source moving in
direction 'a1 would produce a maximum fringe rate whereas
a source moving in the direction 'c1 would produce a very
slow fringe rate. Therefore the interferometer we have been
describing is insensitive to the motion of a source in a
direction which is perpendicular to the baseline.
2.3 Frequency Offset
The direct multiplication of S and S , described inc
. , ma mb
the previous section has been shown to contain.both.the
desired correlated DC output and the undesired noise. It is
noted from figure 2b that the desired DC output is embedded
in a band of noise
 :about the zero frequency point. Unless
the signal to noise ratio is high, a substantial amount of
filtering will be require'd and the systems ability to respond
to rapid amplitude or phase changes of the input .signal will
be impared.
In order to increase the selectivity necessary for a
good signal to noise ratio while still retaining;-the overall
bandwidth required to pass information, a system using
frequency offset and.phase detectors can be used [Clark and
Frost, 1967]. The block diagram of such a system is shown
in figure 7. The local oscillator' of .one. receiver is offset
from the other receiver by a small amount Af. The outputs
of the two receivers now become
15
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Fig. 6. End view representation of an interferometer
antenna pattern. [Clark, R. R. and Frost,
A. D., Fig. 11, 1967].
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RECEIVER
A
f,m
L.O.
90°
P.S.
Y
RECEIVER
B
MIXER L.O.+Af
SYNC.
DETECTOR
SYNC;
DETECTOR
Af AMP
M
MULTIPLIER
fm+Af
Fig. 7. Block diagram of a simple interferometer using
frequency off-set and synchronous detection.
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S__ = A sin(o) t + * > + N (t) (16)Illci lu a a.
Sjnb = B sin((u>m + Aa)). t ; + <f> b ) + N b ( t ) !
When these two signals are multiplied the result is
AB ABM = —75- cos (Awt + * - <j>< ) - — ~- c o s [ ( 2 w + Ato) t cosf. a. D z m
AR(*, + *v )!'•. + ^ sin [(2 + A o j ) t s i n ( < b - < } > , ) ] +
• O . D Z . l u ' S D
.noise terms ' .
As before the noise terms are considered to be uncorrelated
and do not contribute to the correlated output. The spectral
density of this result is given in figure 8. It is readily
apparent that this local oscillator offset shifts the spectrum
of the correlated output by an amount Af . The amplitude
and phase of the signal at Af represents the correlation
between the signal inputs to both receivers. The advantage
of this system is that selective amplication can be per-
formed by a':Af amplifier, thus increasing the. signal to
noise ratio. The amplitude and phase information is re-
covered by using two synchronously switched quadrature phase
detectors. By using the offset frequency difference between
the two local oscillators as a reference driving signal to
the phase detectors, the phase detectors, track the variations
in phase of the correlated output. The output of the phase
detectors are then integrated to remove the switching
transients. The resulting, DC outputs are a function of the
phase shift between the incoming signals to the two receivers.
They are also a function of the phase angle between the
19
M
Af -VSAr 2fm+A f
Frequency
Fig. 8. Frequency spectrum of the multiplier output
using off-set frequency.
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reference Af and the correlated components, and the product
of the amplitudes of S and S , . If <)>_ is the phase dif-
ma IWD D
ference between the Af reference and the correlated Af, then
the output of one of the phase detectors can be- represented
by:
D =
 Cos <j>D (17)
If A equals B, D is proportional to the power of the received
signal.
When the reference Af is shifted by 90°, it adds directly
to <j> so that
AR a-R
D = £| cos(<J>D + .9.0) = ^ jsin(4>D) ;> ..... (18)
The X and Y outputs of the quadrature phase detectors shown
in figure 7 represent the sine and cosine components of the
correlated signal [Clark and Frost, 1969a] .
21
3. APPLICATIONS . . . •
Interferometers have found extensive use in the field
of. radio astronomy in determining the size and locations of
radio sources in space. They have also been .used to investi-
gate disturbances in the ionosphere. The introduction of ..
synchronous satellites has enhanced the usefulness of the.
interferometer, because they represent a known, fixed source.
An ideal synchronous, satellite presents a relatively sta-
tionary RF source, so that fringing is due to a change in
ray .path length rather than a change in the satellite
position. This difference in ray path length can be related
to the difference in. the electron content in the ionosphere..
Thus disturbances in the electron .content of the ionosphere
are detected as fringing by the interferometer [Sherrill, 1971].
The actual geostationary satellite does.move slightly during
the day and repeats itself every 24 hours. This slow move-
ment, causes a slow fringe .rate which is predictable and can
be eliminated from the data.
The short baseline system described in the following
section was specifically, designed to detect ionospheric
disturbances by.monitoring the telemetry signal frequencies
of the Application Technology Satellite (ATS) series satel-
lites. - - - - ... . . . - . . . . _ .
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4. SHORT BASELINE SYSTEM
The block diagram of the base station configuration is
shown in figure 9. Two IF conversions are performed on the
137.35 MHz incoming signal. The first IF down conversion
is to 32 MHz. This is accomplished by generating a first
local oscillator signal of 105. 35 MHz. A phase-locked loop
which is locked to the system synthesizer output is used in
order to maintain frequency coherence and spectral purity of
the local oscillator within the bandwidth of the receivers.
The frequency synthesizer output is multiplied by four to
approximately 35 MHz. This is phase compared with the 35 MHz
from the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). The output
from the phase detector acts as a DC control voltage to lock
the VCO to the synthesizer. The subsequent multiplication
by 3 to 105.35 MHz does not generate harmonics within the
receiver- bandwidth.
The second IF down conversion is to 2 MHz. This is
accomplished by generating a 30 MHz local oscillator. Since
the system uses the principle of frequency off-set, as
discussed'previously in this work, the second local oscil-
lator (LO) for the base station is off-set by 1 KHz. There-
fore the actual second LO for the base station is 30.001 MHz,
and the second. LO for the out station is 30 MHz. Tfte syrf-^
thesizer has a coherent 30 MHz output/ and this is used directly
for the out station, however, the base station second LO must
be generated. This is again accomplished through the use of
23
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a phase locked loop in order to maintain system coherence.
A voltage controlled crytal oscillator (VCXO) running at
30.001 MHz is mixed with the 30 MHz .reference from the
frequency synthesizer. The resulting 1 .KHz from the mixer
is phase compared with a.l KHz signal from a stable Af
reference oscillator,, and the DC output is used to lock the
VCXO to 30.001 MHz.
The 2.001 MHz from the base station and the 2 MHz from
the out station are cross-correlated, and the resulting out-
put is a 1 KHz signal whose phase with respect to the Af..
reference oscillator represents the phase difference between
the signals arriving at the two spaced receiver sites. This
signal is then amplified and processed. A 90° phase splitter
is incorporated to separate the correlated outputs by 90°.
Shapers convert the sinusoidal 1 KHz signal to square waves
that are used to drive the quadrature phase detectors. The
integrated output of the phase detectors, have a linear DC
output from 0° to 360°. The DC outputs of the two phase
detectors represent the phase difference between the in-
coming signals at the two antenna sites'. Two channels of
output separated by 90° are incorporated to alleviate1"the
problem of dead time in the phase, detectors. Phase detector
dead time will not occur at the s.ame time in both channels
thus the output.record can be .continuous. These two phase
detector outputs are passed through DC amplifiers, and the :
. ' • - • ' . '-i '' • ~ '
outputs of DC amplifiers are avai-lable for suitable recording.
25
The out station shown in figure 10 is similar to the
base station. The receivers are identical and the first
LO generation is identical. Since the second. LO has no
offset, it is fed directly from the 30 MHz distribution
amplifier.
The initial set up of the system will be short, base-
line and both receivers will be situated at the same location,
so there is no problem maintaining coherence between the two
stations. If at some future time the baseline is extended
and there is a need to separate the base station and out
station receivers, then it will be necessary to lock the
local oscillators, to a common source or lock them via- a
microwave, link.
4.1 Synthesizer and Receivers
The interferometer system is designed around a Hewlett
Packard 5103A frequency synthesizer as our.frequency standard.
This instrument can be programmed to generate frequencies
from 1 KHz to 1 MHz in .1 Hz steps and from 1 MHz to 10 MHz
in 1 Hz steps. There is also a 30 MHz output available
at the rear panel. In this particular case the synthesizer
output is selected to be 8.779166 MHz.
The RF converters and IF strips are commercially avail-
able units. The RF converters are Tapetone TC-137 Low Noise
Converters. They are tuned to 137.35 MHz. This is one of
the telemetry signal frequencies of the application technology
Satellite (ATS) series. They have a power gain of approx- . '
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imately 35 db, and a 3 db bandwidth of 600 KG, with a noise
figure of about 4db. .
The first IF amplifiers are .tuned to 32 MHz and are
synchronously tuned units with mixers at their outputs to
convert from 32 MHz to a second IF of 2 MHz. Their overall1
bandwidths are 250 KHz. The local oscillator injection
voltages at 30 MHz of 0.4 to 0.9 volts rms required for
mixing are obtained from-the distribution amplifiers. The
overall gain of the 32 MHz IF's Is .80 db when terminated
into a 50 ohm load.
The second IF amplifiers are.synchronously tuned to 2
MHz and have crystal filters with bandwidths of 3.1 KHz at
the -6db points. The overall gain of these IF's are 50 db.
The gain of each receiver is adjusted by a manual gain
control in the 32 MHz IF Amplifiers.
Identical units are used in both the base station and
the out station as shown oh the block diagrams. The above
described units use vacuum tube devices and thus require
filament (6.3 vac) and plate voltage (+150 VDC). Two separate,
regulated power supplies are used for the base station and
"the out station. .
4.2 First Local Oscillator Generation
Since -the-received.signal _is at_137. 35 MHz>. jmd^  the
first IF is 32 MHz, the first LO to be generated is 105.35
MHz. To minimize spurious and unwanted" harmonic components
arid still maintain phase coherence with the synthesizer, .
28
a phase-locked oscillator was- chosen. The generation of
the 105.35 MHz can be subdivided into three sections, a
phase-locked loop, a X4 multiplier, and.a X3 multiplier as
shown in figure 11.
The X4 Multiplier shown in figure 12 consists of a.
doubler, a buffer amplifier, and a second doubler followed
by a low Q tuned amplifier. The bandwidth of,the overall
stage is 5 MHz to allow for changes in the synthesizer
frequency. The doublers, Ml and M2, are double balanced
mixers and are shown in figure 13. The oscillator section
is shown in figure 14 and is a tuned gate FET oscillator,
[Clark and Frost, 1969b]. .The gate .circuit is tuned by
controlling the voltage across, a varactor diode. The
oscillator is followed by a buffer amplifier which drives
the X3 multiplier and the phase detector. The. phase detector
shown in figure 15 uses an N-channel FET as.a chopping cir-
cuit [Clark and Frost, 1969b.] The VCO output drives the
gate of the FET as a switch. The diode from gate to ground
bypasses any 'positive excursions. The output of the X4.
multiplier is applied to the.Source lead. Its output is
filtered and the DC control voltage is applied to.the varacter
diode in the VCO.
The phase-locked signal generated by the VCO- is also
coupled to the X3 multiplier shown in figure 16. The output
of the X3 multiplier is the desired first LO at 105.35 MHz.
The 35.11666 MHz signal from the VCO is applied to the base-
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emitter junction of the transistor, which is baised in the
nonlinear portion of its characteristic curve. The tank
in the collector circuit is tuned to the third harmonic
(105.35 MHz). A second stage of amplification follows and
the output is matched to 50 ohms to match the mixer input
on the RF converter. A level adjust is included at the
output to set the injection level-for optimum mixing. The
output can be adjusted from 0 to 1.2 volts rms.
The lock range of the loop is about 500 KHz. The curve
in figure 17 indicates the characteristics of the VCO. The
oscillator has been tuned for a center frequency of 35.11666
MHz as shown on the curve.
The first LO can be changed quite simply to .accept a
wide range of input frequencies. It is a simple matter of
changing the frequency setting on.the front panel of the
synthesizer. The LO frequency will be the synthesizer output
multiplied by twelve. The LO will remain locked so long
as the frequency change is within the 500 KHz lock range of
the loop. If it is desired to move.the LO outside this
lock range, it can be accomplished by retuning the VCO, so
that the center frequency of the lock range is at the new
desired LO. This is realized by setting the synthesizer
frequency to the desired setting and then varying the tuning
slug of Tl of the VCO for a. zero DC control voltage. The PLL
still retains its 500 KHz lock, range about the new center
frequency. This first LO unit is supplied by a regulated
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+ 15 volt, power supply. . "
To facilitate operational and maintenance checks, a
metering circuit is provided to check the RF level from the
X4 multiplier and the X3 multiplier. A metering check, for
an unlocked condition is also provided for this unit. The
metering schematic is shown in figure 18.
4.3 Second Local Oscillator Generation
The second IF.conversion is from 32 MHz down to 2 MHz.
The block diagram for the generation of the second local
oscillator is given in figure 19. The second conversion like
the first, just maintain frequency and phase coherence with
the overall system. The HP-5103A frequency synthesizer has
a 30 MHz output on the rear panel of the instrument. For
the out station no further signal processing is needed and
.the 30 MHz is fed directly to the out station via the
distribution amplifier for use as the second local oscil-
lator. • • . ; . .
The afore discussed offset frequency (Af) is injected
into the system by offsetting the second LO at the base
station by 1000 Hz with respect to the out station. This *
is accomplished by again using a phase-locked loop con-
figuration. .
_The ycxp^used in_ the _lqop,_^hown j.n_figure _20 _is_a
common base configuration and utilizes-crystal controlled
feedback on the emitter. A varactor diode in series with
the crystal is used to control the frequency of the oscil-
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lator. The output of the oscillator is given one stage of
amplification. One output is coupled to the distribution
amplifier where it is buffered for use as .the second LO signal.
A second output is mixed with 30 MHz from the frequency syn-
thesizer and used for phase comparison. The frequency versus
DC control voltage characteristics for the VCXO are given
in figure 21. The lock range is only about ±50 Hz about the
center frequency. This narrow range poses no problem because
the drift of the Af oscillator is less than .1% of the operating
frequency of. 1000 Hz.
The Af oscillator shown in figure 22 is-tuned to the
offset frequency of 1000 Hz. The configuration using
complimentary FET's provides the necessary high stability
needed by the VCXO and by the narrow bandwidth filters in
the correlator.
The mixer shown in figure 23, mixes the 30 MHz.from .
the frequency synthesizer and the 30.001,MHz from the VCXO.
The output is used for phase comparison with the Af oscil-
lator. It is also used as the reference input to the quadra-
ture detectors in the correlator. The mixer itself uses
standard diode mixing followed by a high frequency trap
allowing only the 1000 Hz signal to pass. This is followed
.by.^a. standard biased common emitter amplifier.
The phase detector shown in figure 24 compares the 1 KHz
from the mixer with the 1 KHz from the Af oscillator [Clark
and Frost, 1969b]. The resulting DC control voltage locks
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the, VCXO to 30 MHz + Af and system coherence is maintained.
The circuit uses the low level output from the mixer and
amplifies it using a Darlington Pair configuration. This
feeds a chopping circuit in which two switching transistors
are driven in parallel.. The output is applied across a full
wave bridge and the resulting DC output is filtered and applied
as a control voltage to the VCO.
The distribution amplifier shown.in figure 25 contains
three identical, tuned, common emitter amplifiers. The
amplifiers are used as buffers for the second local oscil-
lators for both the base station and the out station.
Variable degenerative feedback on the emitter is provided
so that the- injection signal to the IF strips can be adjusted
for optimum mixing. The inputs and outputs are all matched
to 50 ohm loads.
4.4 Dual Channel Correlation . .
A block diagram of the dual channel correlator is given
in figure 26. A double, balanced mixer is used as the
correlation multiplier to convert the second IF outputs to
a 1000 Hz signal containing the phase information. The
device used is a MCL-model SRA-1 double balanced mixer and
is shown in figure 13. The low power conversion loss of this
device is 7db. In order to obtain the best possible signal-
to-noise ratio, the Af amplifier directly following the
multiplier is required to have.high gain and a very narrow
bandwidth centered on 1000 Hz. The twin-tee amplifier shown
47
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in figure 27.satisfies these requirements with a gain of
33 db and a bandwidth of 10 Hz [Burr-Brown, 1963]. Unfor-
tunately the phase shift characteristics of this amplifier
give rise to 180° phase shift over the band pass. To
compensate for this undesirable characteristic a second twin-
tee amplifier was constructed, and the phase shift characteris-
tics of both amplifiers were matched. The matched amplifier
was used to amplify the Af reference signal from the mixer.
Thus any phase shift due to a small change in Af wil-1 be
equally felt in the reference signal and the correlated :
signal so that there will be no relative phase change
between the two.
The Af reference signal is taken from the mixer rather
than from the Af oscillator since there exists a small
phase, drift due to changes in ambient temperature between
the Af oscillator signal and the actual Af existing between
the 30 MHz from the frequency synthesizer and the 30.001 MHz
from the VCO.
The reference Af signal is next passed through a 90°
1
phase splitter to separate the correlated output by 90°.
The phase splitter shown in figure 28 is a RC op-amp circuit
that synthesizes a fourth-order 90° phase difference network
[Lloyd, 1971]. It has an_operating bandwidth, of 250 Hz
to 2,500 Hz and a phase tolerance of ±1° over the bandwidth.
Both the correlated Af signal and the Af reference signal
must be shaped into square pulses in order to trigger the
50
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digital phase detector. The shaping circuit is shown in
figure 29 [Manco, 1971]. It uses a high speed switching
transistor which is normally cut off with no signal applied=
This applies +5 volts on both inputs of the nand gate so the
output remains at 0 volts. As the input signal swings
positive, the transistor turns on quickly forcing the col- -
lector to about 0 volts. 'This in turn forces the nand gate
output to +5 volts, resulting in a clean, fast rise time
square pulse. The pulses are differentiated at the input
to the phase detectors, shown in figure 30. The resulting
input to the phase detectors are 5 ysec. positive spikes.
The phase detector consists of a SN 7400 1C which
contains four nand gates.- The nand gates are cross-connected
as shown to implement a R-S flip-flop. The logic for this
flip flop.is given in figure 30 as is the integrated output
of the phase detector. It can be seen from the logic table
that when both inputs are in phase an undefined or race
condition exists. .This causes a small dead time in an inter-
val about the 0° phase difference point. Since the input
pulses are only 5 ysec in duration, the race condition only
produces ±1.8° of dead time about the 0° condition. The
outputs of both phase detectors are integrated, and then
directly coupled to DC amplifiers with unity gain. The
correlator unit requires a reguires a regulated +15 volt.,
and -15 volt power supply for the operational amplifiers.
The SN 7400 IC's require +5 volts. This is accomplished by
dropping the +15 volt supply to +5 volts using a zener diode.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RESULTS
5.1 Installation
The interferometer system described in this paper
has been built, and an evaluation of the system is presently
being performed.
The initial con-figuration uses a north-south baseline,
and the site separation is 142 meters or about 65 wave-
lengths at 137.35 MHz. The source being monitored is the
ATS-III geostationary satellite. The antenna used for the
base station is a twenty eight foot parabolic dish and
the outstation uses a Yagi antenna. Since the initial
setup has a relatively short baseline, both receivers are
located in the same building and coaxial cable is used for
lead in from the antennas.
5.2 Phase Detectors
Two types of phase detectors are incorporated into
the final interferometrie design. The digital phase
detector mentioned in the previous section is the first
type. Both inputs to this detector are a string of 5y sec.
pulses. These pulses are obtained from the zero crossings
of.the Af reference signal and the correlated output sig-
nal. Hence, this detector responds only to the phase
variations of the received signal and not to amplitude- -
variations. The output of this detector is very useful
for studying traveling ionospheric disturbances CTID's).
56
Since one of the main uses of the interferometer
will be to study ionospheric scintillation, in phase.:>and
amplitude, a second type of detector was built. These,
we call quaclrature component detectors, and they are shown
schematically in figure 31. Since they are identical
detectors operating in phase quadrature, only one will
be described. The sine wave output from the reference,.
Af phase splitter is converted to a symmetric square wave
by the first operational amplifier;* This square wave is
then'shaped, and it is used to drive a field effect tran-
sistor (FET) 2N5485. This FET acts as a switch on the
non-inverting input of a second operational amplifier
with unity gain. (It switches the non-inverting input
from ground to essentially an open circuit). The inverting
input to the operational amplifier is driven by the cor-
related signal. It can be shown that for equal input,
frequencies this second operational amplifier and FET
act together as a synchronous detector. As long as the
correlated signal amplifier is not allowed to limit its
signal, the integrated outputs of these quadrature com-
ponent detectors are given by
. * = K sin <J), y = K cos 4>,
where K is proportional to the amplitude of the input
signal and <{> is proportional to its phase angle. The
amplitude K and phase <)> :can then be separated by the data
57
o
Fig. 31. Quadrature component detectors
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Fig. 32. Section of strip chart showing the fringe pattern
due to satellite motion over a twenty four hour
period. 0000 hours is at top left and 2400 hours
is at bottom right.
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Fig. 33. High speed recording of an isolated patch of
scintillation. Polarimeter is on channels 1
to 3 and the 65X interferometer is on channels
4 to 7. Time advances to the right, and the
marks are every minute.
60
reduction process.
5.3 Results .
Although the satellite being observed, the ATSrIII,
is geostationary, it is not strictly stationary. . It has
a slight periodic movement with a period of twenty-four
hours. This slow movement is detected as fringing.by ,
the interferometer. The fringe pattern associated with
the satellite movement over a twenty four hour, period is
shown in figure 32. (Each fringe in the figure represents
360° of phase rotation). This phase detector data was
recroded on 4 February 1972 at Danville, Illinois at an
antenna spacing of 65 wavelengths. Superimposed on the
regular fringe pattern are irregular fluctuations caused
perhaps by TID's (Note particularly between 0915 and 1800
cst) .
VHP waves passing through the ionosphere can also
be subject to scintillation caused by ionospheric distur-
bances. An isolated patch of scintillation can be seen
in figure 32 between 0145 and 0230. A higher, speed
recording of. this data, the % and t/ quadrature component
detector outputs, and the outputs from a polarimeter are
shown in figure 33. The time marks at the bottom are in
one minute increments, and time is increasing to the right.
Channels 1 and 2 are the Faraday rotation channels from
the polarimeter. Channel 3 is the polarimeter amplitude
channel on which-medium
61
The interferometer outputs are on channels 4 to 7. Channels
4 and 5 are the phase detectors, and 6 and 7 are the x
and y outputs. Note the small fluctuation on the phase
channels compared to the x. and y outputs. This appears
to indicate that the scintillation is mainly in amplitude.
To verify this, the K and <J> components will have to be
reduced from the data. As•of this writing we have not
done this. A record similar to figure 32 is shown in
figure 33. The data channels on this record, are the same
as figure 32, but in this data the scintillation is stronger
and lasting for a longer, period of. time. Again it appears
to be more in amplitude than in phase.
The interferometer performs well within its design
specifications at the test spacing of .sixty-five wavelengths.
We are now preparing to build the few minor components
necessary to make the outstation protable. When this is
finished we will then make measurements at various spacings
and directions.
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Fig. 34. High speed recording of a prolonged period of
strong scintillation channels are the same as
figure 33.
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ABSTRACT
A proposed technique of obtaining the exospheric
electron content is by subtracting the ionospheric elec-
tron content obtained from Faraday rotation measurements of
VHF signals from a geostationary satellite, from the elec-
tron content obtained simultaneously from group delay measure-
ments of the same.signals. In this study, this technique
is evaluated by using Faraday rotation data and group delay
data simulated by ray tracing for a. Chapman layer model
extending from the ground to a height hD, and an exospheret>
model extending from hfi to the satellite. The effect of
varying the boundary height, hfi, is considered and it, is
shown that the Faraday rotation measurement is not signifi-
cantly affected by the exospheric region, as expected in
view of the rapidly decreasing geomagnetic field in that
region. The group delay measurement is then considered in
order to determine the size of the errors which would be
involved if the electron content were obtained by approxi-
matincp-the group delay as a linear function of the electron
content. Based upon.the results of the simulation it is
found that the accuracy of the technique is sufficient for
providng only the changes in the exospheric electron content,
but not necessarily the instantaneous "values "of "the ^ exospherie-
electron content.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This study is concerned with the measurement of iono-
spheric and exospheric electron contents by observing radio
signals at 40, 140, and 360 MHz from a geostationary satel-
lite. By observing the radio signals sent from a satellite
located in the exosphere, it is desired to determine how
much of. the electron content is contributed by the ionosphere
and how much is contributed by the exosphere.
The relative contributions from each region may vary,
for example, during the course of one day. Cislunar radar
measurements (Yoh, 1965) have, in fact indicated that there
may be a diurnal flux of ionization between the two regions.
Park (1970) has shown that the magnetospheric electron con-
tent in a field tube may change considerably following
magnetic storms.
At first glance, it appears that it may be possible
to determine the contribution to the electron content by .
comparing simultaneous measurements of the group delay time,
and the Faraday rotation angle. The Faraday rotation angle
(ft) can be measured experimentally, and is related to the
electron content in the following way:
H N cos 6 ds • (I)
o e
ray path
where K is a constant of proportionality and is.equal to
— 2 • , . . ' . . • •
2.97 x 10 in international units. In practice, the
following approximation is commonly used:
MK0 =
~ * - - '
 (2)
where .M includes the weighted mean effect of the magnetic
field. Because of the magnetic field dependence in equation
(1) , the Faraday rotation angle is not believed to be indi-
cative of electron content from regions in which the magnetic
field is relatively weak (most of the exosphere) .
The differential group delay measurement, in contrast,
does not depend on the magnetic field. The group delay time
is the time required for a signal travelling at the group
velocity to go from the satellite to the Earth. The differ-
ential group delay, therefore, is the difference in the times
of arrival of two different signals, each travelling at. its
own group velocity. The differential group delay, then, for
two different frequencies is related to the electron content
in the following way:
80.5X1Q-6 - Jl| .N j. ,3)
?l f I
.
and does not depend upon the magnetic field.
Therefore, it would seem that the exospheric electron
content (NmT,) could be found from:lHj
N = N - N • (4)
TE • T T v '
group delay Faraday rotation
The approach which has been outlined above , however,
is contingent upon a few assumptions which need to be
examined, in order to ensure that any errors which may be
inherent in 'this type -of analysis will not be. large•enough
to cause a' significant degree of uncertainty in. the deter-
mination of the exospheric el'ectron- content..
2. METHOD
The method employed to investigate the uncertainties '
in the determination of the exospheric electron content is
a computer simulation of the transmission of radio waves
from a satellite, through the exosphere.and the ionosphere
to a receiver on the ground. By specifying the electron
density and the magnetic field, it is possible to determine
how a ray from the satellite will be refracted by the
exosphere and the ionosphere and, therefore, by using a
ray tracing program it is possible to determine the path of
the ray. In addition, it.is possible to determine the
Faraday rotation and group delay for the ray. The ray
tracing program used is an adaption of the ESSA 3-D ray
tracing program (Jones, 1966). The details of the deter-
mination of the electron content from the results of the
ray tracing program are discussed in the following sections.
The rays are traced through several different models
of the ionosphere and of the exosphere. The Chapman layer
is used for the ionosphere and the model of Angerami and
Thomas (1964) is used to simulate the exosphere. The elec-
tron density at the base of the exosphere is set equal to
the electron density at the top of the ionosphere, so that
the electron density will vary continuously with height,
although the gradients might not match at the base of the
exosphere. The magnetic field is modeled by an Earth
centered dipole.
Since rays of different frequencies arid different modes
(ordinary and extraordinary) have to be traced, it is
necessary to ensure, in the simulation, that, the rays will
all land very nearly at the same location on the ground.
For this reason, several rays of the s;ame-frequency and
mode have to be traced iteratively until the ray comes
sufficiently close (Q% 5 meters) to the .desire^ landing point.
After a ray has been homed , (i.e. landed within ,0.5 meters
of the target), another ray with a different frequency
and/or a different mode can be traced. The method of
homing which is used is shown in Figure (1).
The choice of 0.5 meters.as the homing criterion
should not introduce any significant amount of error in the
simulation. Based upon the results which were obtained
in the simulation the maximum uncertainty which could
occur in the determination of the electron content as a
result of the homing criterion is ±.14% of the electron
content. In many cases the uncertainty would be a few
thousandths of a percent. In addition, the size of most
practical antennas which would be used at the frequencies
of interest would be greater than .5 meters.
In the case of Faraday rotation the difference between
the ordinary and extraordinary phase paths is several
hundred meters for the ionosphere models considered in this
study. consequently, the errors which are introduced into
the Faraday rotation measurement by the homing criterion
SATELLITE
EARTH
Figure 1. Method of homing the ray.
are no greater than a few tenths of a percent for a
rotation measurement at 40 MHz.
This method of homing can only be used when the target
and the actual landing point of the ray are" nearly on the
same geographic longitude, because of the-way'in which the.
homing computations are performed by the computer. This
-'•
:i
-
;
- '.•-.'••••••••'<•»<:•.>••.• - -• ;-.-,«.-:i, •••.-, ,- r...-..:;.v>v.i;.-.j, .-.•-•-.;,• --;• ..•.-.- .--..-.:. w •*< ... ..;
'.
presents no problems for the ionosphere and exosphere models
used in the ray tracing simulation, since the a:zimuth
deviations-of: the rays are very small. In order to achieve
the homing,,-the elevation angle of the ray is changed "by -
a fraction of 6(-j seems to be the best choice) until the
landing point of the ray is-,within- 0.5,. meters of the target.
Figure (-2) shows the geometry of the simulation.
o^ - .Using this procedure, simulated Faraday rotation arid
group., .delay data are ob*'tairied^  and,, used in an effort to
resolve some of the problems^ ;} ;"and to illustf ate:ythe limita-
'"' ' i • ' • - . .
tions of the method of determining exospheric electron con-
tent. '"" -.'
The particular values 5 and y were chosen in order to
place the satellite on the equator and on the same longitude
(approximately) as'Urbana,:-Illinois.. The path shown in
Figure (2) is a straight line between Urbana and the
satellite.
8N. Pole
Receiver Location
Satellite
35800 Kilometers-
iquator
« 83.7°
» 88.2°
•0° Geographic Longitude
Receiver Location
•m "^"
35800
•Equator
-Figure 2. Geometry of the simulation.
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3. SIMULATED FARADAY ROTATION • IN, A:. CHAPMAN .LAYER
There are .several models
 ;.which ..describe the electron
density .as a function. ...of .-height;.:; .:-In this study the .Chapman
layer is used to simulate ..the electron .density, as .a function.
of altitude in the ionosphere. .: -The.- ..-.electron density is,
given by: ....; • . ; - . • - . , ; • •, .:-.-••• , - , • . • - • • • • . • . • - : . : • ; . - - : • ,
'. >c . ... -z ........ " .
--•
 Ne = ' -• • - -
c
 ;•-••• -exp [0.5(l'--z-- e Z) ] — (5) : '•"
80.5 x 10 6
where ..... • : - ...•-,•;. - : .;. r : •:.:••.. •?•.••-•,.- • -..-. ••.••:•-.-... --. ',<. •.•••^••.•-
, . -
h
-".
hmax.: ..... ,- • • ..- --.,.. , :,.. -- . -. . -•- - •' • ...... ... .....
H
In an ionosphere which is formed from ,a single ionized
kT. . . - > ' • : • • .: .. - ; '..'.,-. •. '-.'.:yc.:. -,."
constituent. H = — — where T. and m. are the temperature
m . g i i .
and mass of the ionized constituent. Also, h is the height,
h is the height at which the maximum value of electron
maX-...;'-..v.. _ •• , • '.. ..•;•;:. , - • - . - . - • . . - - . - ; . • • • .;•;.•' ]••. • ' ;. : ;. :;;.,•,.!. y ;;. •. '
density occurs, and f is the plasma frequency which
. ' :• ' '' • [• C
 ; • i • * ' " ' ' . . ; " " • •- "•' -' ,"-' '" ". ' ' •'• ' •' '•'
corresponds to the maximum value of electron density. In
the simulation, H was chosen to be 60 km and h was chosen
to be 350 km.
The . total electron content, NT/ can be obtained by
integrating equation (5) .
:. .N- =. I; N; dh . . ..., • , :; ...:.„.-'. ,.',;: r(6).,..,
o
It is, however," riot neces'sary" to integrate-to- infinity-
.'•• ••'•••
 :
 • ' - • • • : < . . . . • • : . • ^i. :;-• ^. - - - - - .-.. fa o.
as is shown in Figure (3) which is a graph of. Ne dh as
10
a function of 3 in km. In fact, for the Chapman model
which is used in the simulation, Figure (3) suggests that
it may only- be necessary to integrate up to a few thousand
kin, since the electron density above 2000 km is too small
to contribute to the electron content.
An experimental technique for determining the electron
content is Faraday rotation. The Faraday rotation measure-
ment deduces the electron content from the polarization
twist of a linearly polarized radio signal as it traverses
the ionosphere. If we denote the polarization twist by £2,
the relation between Q and the electron density is given by
the 'following well known equation:
Q -. 2.97 x 10 rNH CQS e ds (1)
f2.. J e °
From equation (1) it can be seen that when HQ (the magnetic
field) becomes small, the polarization will change very
little even though N might not be small. However, when
the Chapman layer is used to simulate the ionosphere, the
electron density above, 1000 km is so minute that it tends
to obscure.the effect of the diminishing magnetic field.
The situation is depicted graphically in.Figure (4) which
shows ft = 2'97 x 10— P N H cos 6 ds as a function of
f 2 J e o ,
o
the height of 3 in thousands of km. The value of ft. was
obtained by integrating equation (1) numerically and using
an. Earth centered dipole magnetic field model. Figures
(3) and (4) both wer6 obtained by integrating along a
11
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vertical path.
A comparison between Figure (3)..and Figure (4)
illustrates.that the electron content varies almost
linearly with the rotation, £2. The expression relating
ft and the integral of the electron density can be simpli-
fied by replacing ds by sec x dh and replacing H cos 9
sec x with-a constant, M, which can subsequently be .taken
from under the integral sign. ..The angle, x, is the zenith
angle .of the ray. Therefore, the.approximate expression
for ft b e c o m e s : , . - . . .
2.97 x 10'2M , . .
fl = : -ii N dh '(2)
. . f2 -1 ;e
if the-integration over the path, s, in equation .(1) is
nearly a straight.line. The close similarity between
Figure (3) and Figure (4) will break down if a model in
which the electron density 'in the expsphere is substantially
larger than that given by equation (5) is. used to.simulate
N . This will :be demonstrated in the next section.e . . • • . ' . . • • • . . -
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4* SIMULATED FARADAY ROTATION IN A MODEL IONOSPHERE
CONSISTING OF A CHAPMAN LAYER AND A MODEL EXOSPHERE
4.1 Distribution of Electron Density in the Model Exosphere
The Chapman model of the ionosphere is not well suited
for the simulation of exospheric electron density for
several reasons. The scale height is not apt. to remain
constant over the wide extent of the exosphere (from about
1000 to 35800"km for the purpose of this simulation). In
addition, the Chapman model does not include the effect of
the curved geomagnetic field lines upon.the distribution of
the ions.
A more, realistic alternative would be to use a Chapman
model to simulate the electron density up to around 1000
km, and then ;to use an additional model (Angerami and
Thomas, 1964) to simulate the region from the upper boundary
of the Chapman layer to the satellite. Any subsequent
mention of the ionosphere should, then, be construed loosely--
i.e., the simulated ionosphere will include both the. Chapman
layer and the exospheric model, unless otherwise noted.
In the exospheric model, it is assumed that the electron
and ion temperatures are equal at any point on the upper
boundary of the Chapman layer, and that the temperature
distribution along, each magnetic field line is isothermal.
The expression for the geopotential height z along a given
field line is given as:
= r [1 - —li ] + jfcl [cos2* -.cos6* ] }, (7)
cos2* 2g : I °': cos4*
15
where /
$ = geomagnetic latitude of field line at
upper boundary of Chapman layer
$ = geomagnetic latitude of point on the field
line
r. = radius; of the -Earth and height of upper
boundary, of Chapman layer
fi- = angular velocity of the Earth
g = gravitational acceleration at the upper
boundary of Chapman layer
From equation (1) it can be seen that z varies ' linearly
with height in the Chapman layer. In the exospheric model,
however, the dependence of z upon height is not linear, as
is shown in Figure (5) . Also the value of z depends upon
the position of the point in question. The ordinate in
Figure (5) is the height, along the path shown in Figure (2) .
Equation (7) can be put into a more compact form for the
purpose of ray tracing by utilizing the equation for a dipole
field line
(8)
r cos2fo ' o
Equation (8) can be used to express cos2 $ in terms of
cos2$, r, and r in equation (7)-
r - r n
2
z ( r , $ ) = r
•o-.l-r. -2g~o
fl-El
r. r
= o
The .form of. equation (9) is, still not completely
satisfactory for.the ray tracing program, since-the ray
tracing program utilizes a spherical, geographic coordinate
16
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system with the center of the Earth serving as the origin.
The geomagnetic latitude can be written in terms of the
geographic latitude ( < } > ) and the "geographic longitude (A)
through the following eguatron:" , . , . . • '
sin$' =:; sin'4> sin<}> + cos<f>. cos<j> . cos ( A . - - ' ' A ' ). . (10)
or
cos2$ = 1 - sin2* = 1 - sin2<j> s in 2 <f> - cos2<)>, cos2<j>
cos2 (A - A ) - 2sin<}) sin<j) cos<j> cpscf) cos (A - A )
(11)
where the subscript i .indicates the geographic coordinates
of the North magnetic pole.
'Therefore, equation (9) becomes: . ;'
r3 - r3
o
r 0r
— (cos<j)
cos (A - A )) - 2sintj) cos'cj) sincj) cbs<j)' cos (A - A
(12)
The electron density in this exOspheric model can then
be expressed as a function Of z in the following way:
' ' N
eo (13)
where: n =: n2 - TO+T
r-=- r,
[0+]
r = r,
18
Neo = Ne
r = r,
EI = scale height of oxygen at r = r0
H = the scale height of hydrogen at r = r
The ray tracing program requires the specification of
the gradients of N in the radial, longitudinal, and co-
'
 : e
 : 8N 9N SNe
latitudinal directions-^-i.e. , —W— , .. e,' \ and ..
,,,. or or (4 )
 t or
Noting that •5—^ - is given by:.d Z
eo eo;. H.
9 z 1/2
K
 n
i / -t>
(14)
H
the gradients can be written in terms of
;
(X - X : i) - 2sintj> cos<}> sin<J> .cose)) cos (X
-- cos 2 V cos cos2
± + . 2 r
o -'
(15)
9N r tt* I r3 - r3
e o e , o : ,
2g ro r
cos<j) sin4> . + 2cos<j> s
cos2<j) cos2 (X - X ) - 2cos2/
sine}) cos<j> cos (X - X )
cost)) cos (X - X ) + 2sin
- (16)
8Ne
(X - XJ
9N . r ft2 fr3 - r3
e o e o
9z 2g r r
0 1 0L_
+ 2sincb cos6 sin<(> i
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<j> cos (X - X ) sin
cos<f> sin (X - X ) ] (17)
Figure (6) is a graph of N as a function of height.
Since N is.not spherically symmetric, the graph of N vs
height depends upon the path along which.N is evaluated.
In the case of Figure (6) the path is shown in Figure (2).
The discontinuity in the electron density gradient
at the boundary between the ionosphere and the. exosphere
would be troublesome in the ray tracing program, if the
step size between consecutive ray points (above and below
the discontinuity) were as large as it is for the step size
between other pairs of consecutive ray points. Fortunately,
the step size in the vicinity of the discontinuity .is
several orders of magnitude smaller than the step, size in
the rest of the exosphere.
4.2 Faraday Rotation for Various Values of the Upper
Boundary of the Chapman Layer
In general, in the model, ionosphere (consisting of the
Chapman model and the model exosphere) the gradient of the
electron density at rQ is discontinuous. The fact that the
gradient in the model exosphere is steeper than the gradient
of" the~"Chapman~~model-at r - causes- -the electron -density- to-be,
diminished (relative to a• Chapman model alone) above rQ.
However, at several thousand kilometers above the surface
of the Earth the electron density is enhanced. Although
20
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this situation may be somewhat artificial due to the
discontinuity of the gradient, it can be thought of as a
redistribution of the electron density.
By using the ray tracing program, the content.of the
ionosphere can be determined for several values of h (h =
r - the radius of the Earth), which is the height of the
boundary between the Chapman model and the model exosphere,
and is between 500 km and 1500 km in this study. At hg =
1500 km, for example, the content is reduced to 78% of its
value when hD = 500 km. Presumably, that part of the content
D
which is revealed by a Faraday rotation measurement will
exhibit a less drastic change as hB varies from 500 to 1500 km
because the electron density profile is only changing in the
region of the ionosphere above h_, where the diminishing
magnetic field can be expected to decrease the sensitivity
of the Faraday rotation measurement. A comparison between
the total electron content of the ionosphere, and the content
revealed by the Faraday rotation technique is shown in
.Figure (7).
22
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5. APPROXIMATIONS IN THE ANALYSIS OF GROUP DELAY MEASUREMENTS
; ' l " ' " ' " " '
The group delay time, in this simulation, refers to the
time required "for a wave packet to travel from the satellite
to the Earth. In.practice, it may'be difficult to determine
the group delay absolutely, and, in fact, it is usually the
differential group delay which is determined. At the
satellite, two (-or more) carrier frequencies are modulated
by the same frequency. If the phase relationships between
the modulation envelopes is known at the satellite, the
change in the relative phases of the modulation envelopes
can be determined at a station on the Earth, and- therefore
the differential group delay time can be determined.
The time required for a wave packet to reach the Earth
from the satellite is:
Pi yi
where: v = the group velocity at the carrier
"i- frequency f.
ds = the path element along the group ,
ray (P. )
T. = group delay time at carrier frequency
1
 f.
The group velocity for VHP propagation depends upon the
eleotr'bri--density- In -the .following way.::
v = c
*i
80.5 x 10~6 N
1. - e
2
2
= c[l - X.] (19)
24
where., f. = the frequency of thet carrier.
. Therefore, equation (18) can. be expanded in an infinite
series.
T. i i; [ -ds- + i- [ X. ds + 4- | X?ds -I-i e I , 2 c I " i 8 c - - X|
Pi Pi P. (20)
since X. «1.
In the simulation, however, the group path, G. , is
computed rather than the ..group .delay time T. . The group
path is the distance that would be traversed by a signal
travelling at c for a 'time equal to the group delay time.
Thus,
G. = (21)
There fore ji
= fL ds + i f X. ds + J f X. 2 ds + tl. ( X- 3 <*s +• " (22)
J: . 2 j "1 8 J • 'I 16 J 'I :. -
Pi
P. P. Pi
By measuring G. at several different frequencies (f. = 40>
140, and 360 MHz) it is possible to determine the differential
group path between any pair o.f /three frequencies (f. & f.) .
1i - Gi =
X.2ds
ds
Pi
It
+ £•
P.
I Xi3ds -
Xids - J X.ds v- 2. "ds -
P.
\1
P, Pi
(23)
Two major assumptions are necessary to determine Xds
from equation (23). They are:
25
(i). P. = P., since the propagation path is nearly a
straight line
(ii) . since X.«l> any terms in equation (23) which involve
the integral of X. to the second or higher powers
can be neglected.
By using the ray tracing program any term in equation (23)
can be evaluated. Therefore, the validity of assumptions (i)
and (ii) can be checked. If assumptions (i) and (ii) are
valid then equation (23) can be solved for N ds, since
G. - G. then becomes:
G± -J3.J, = | |[Xi - X..] ds (24)
N ds => i- ',$1 _l :1 —
e
 40.25 x 10
Usually, the validity of assumptions, (i) and (ii) is
not doubted. The necessity for testing these assumptions,
however, arises from the nature of the problem itself.
The exospheric electron content-might only comprise between
10 and 20% or less of the total ionospheric electron content.
If the error in allowing assumptions (i) and (ii) is enough
to cause an uncertainty of 10 to 20% in the electron content,
then th§ differential group delay .method is not useful in
determining the exospheric electron content.
As a shorthand way of refering to the terms in equation
(23) the following notation is used:
26
A. =i- o ds - ds
2
3
8
X. ds - X^ ds
P. P.
•i D
ds - ! ds
P.
ds -. X? ds
p. P .
5.1 Validity of the Approximations for a Simulation of
Group Delay"MeasurementsL in a Chapman Layer.
Using this short hand notation, assumptions (i) and
(ii) can be written; as- ?A()«-?A1 and -?A <<?"A . Oestensibly,
it would seem that this condition could be satisfied more
readily when-i and j correspond to the pair of\highest
frequencies .(140 and.360 MHz) and the electron density in
the ionosphere.is low. For a Chapman model, the maximum value of
plasma frequency, fc. and the height of .-the. maximum electron
density are. fixed. The next three graphs (Figures' (.&)*, (9-),
and (10)) illustrate the dependence of .^A-^ /f'A upon-' fc
-L K. 1 1
for i =40,, 140 / and 360 MH^ and j = 140 and 360/MHz so
that'^>i*
It caH also be. seen, especially from Figure (.10,,)' that
the second order term can easily approach.10% of the first
order term for large values of the critical frequency, fc.
27
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5.2 The Effect of Adding the Model Exosphere
In view, of the preceeding discussion, errors of this
magnitude (about 10%) would appear to prevent the deter-
mination of exospheric electron content. However, in the
case of a model ionosphere consisting, of both a Chapman
model and the model exosphere., it is still possible that
changes.in the electron density in the exosphere might be
reflected only in the AI term. This assumes that since
the electron density is small in the exosphere, the devia-
tion of the ray.from a straight line path is negligible,
as is the integral of X2, along the part of the path which
is contained in the exosphere. Consequently, by adding
the model exosphere to the Chapman layer, the AQ and A2
terms would not be expected to change very much from the
values they would have if there were no model exosphere.
Also, it might be expected that if the electron density in
the actual exosphere changed, the errors in the group delay
measurement which are due to the An and A terms would not
• 0 , 2
change as much as the changes in Aa as long as the electron
density in the model exosphere was always much less than the
electron density in the Chapman model.
Tables (1), (2)^ and (3) confirm these expectations.
Each table uses a different;value of fc in the Chapman model.
For each value of f , and for each pair of f. and f., three
c i j
different ionospheric models are used. The first model
assumes that h_. = 500 km. The second model assumes that
B - ..
31
h., = 800 km which reduces the exospherlc electron content
D . • • • . •
considerably in comparison to the first model. The third
model assumes that there is no exosphere—there is only
the Chapman model. The third model is. denoted by an
asterisk in the "exosph. ht." column. For each of these
combinations, the A . . and A terms: are computed and it can
be seen that if the only varying parameter is the height,
hfi, A and A' do hot change very much. The parenthetical
quantities appearing in each of the three columns (A./ A ,
A ) are the ratios
ti k
exosphere + Chapman model
J A -i k
Chapman model
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Based on the results of tables (1), (2),.and (3)
it would seem that the A and A terms for the ionosphere
should have almost the same dependence upon f as the A
Cx " W
and A terms for the Chapman model-alone. Figures (11) and
(12) show the dependence of A and A upon f for the0 2 C
Chapman model. A set of curves similar to those shown in
Figures (11) and (12) could be used to estimate the size of
the A and A terms resulting from an actual group delay
measurement.
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6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
From the results obtained, it can be confirmed that
the Faraday rotation technique used by itself is not likely
to provide a good indication of the total ionospheric electron
content. Figure (7) in particular shows that the changes
in the ionospheric electron content due to changes in the
electron density, profile in the exosphere do not cause
proportional cha.nges in the electron content indicated by
Faraday rotation.
In addition, an amount, of uncertainty appears in the
Faraday rotation measurement of electron content because of
the uncertainty in M. This is illustrated in Figure (13)
which shows the range of possible values of M, and the
corresponding range of values for electron content due to
uncertainty in the subionospheric height. In the case of
an unusually low exospheric content it is even possible
for the electron content deduced from the Faraday rotation
measurement to, exceed'' the electron content deduced from
group delay measurements, causing, the exosphere to appear
to have a negative electron content, if M is not carefully
chosen.
The group delay measurement, also, might not be a good
indication of the total ionospheric electron content when
it is used by itself because.of the.errors (AQ and A terms)
which are introduced 'in using equation. (23) . However,
from Tables (1)', (2), and (3) it can be concluded that the
56
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group delay measurement corresponding to the exospheric
portion is accurate.
Because of the errors and limitations of these two
methods it would be difficult to determine the exospheric
electron content by comparing them. The errors in the
group delay measurement' can approach 10% and the uncertainty
in the electron content deduced from the Faraday rotation
method only serves to make the matter worse.
Despite these problems, however, changes in the exo-
spheric electron content seem to be detectable from a
comparison of these two techniques.
Also, small motions of the satellite in relation to
the receiver on the'ground'will probably not affect the
measurement. A change in the value of the height of
the satellite was simulated (from 35800 to 36000 km) with
no adverse effects on the A. and A terms. This result
• 0 . £
was anticipated since N near the position of the satellite
is very small.
In general, the differential group delay measurements
made by comparing 360 and 140 MHz signals have the least .
(smallest) error. It.would seem that reliable determinations
of exospheric electron content could be made at these
frequencies. The following table serves to summarize the
size of the errors, (in per cent) which would'be inherent
in a group delay measurement of this sort.
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TABLE 4
A summary illustrating the relative size
(in percent) of ,4QA0 and ....A. for all the
model ionospheres which were considered
hg (KM)
500 .
800
500
800
500
800
f (MHz)
c
14
14
14
10
10
10
7
7
7-
36,QA .
140Ai
.127
.158
.160
.099
.122
.125
.068
.082
.086
360A
360A~^%)140ai
.456
.555
.555
.232
.283
.291
.113
,138
.140
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APPENDIX
The first subroutine is used for homing and the second
subroutine is used to determine the electron density distri-
bution for the combined model (the Chapman layer and the
exosphere model) of the ionosphere.
SUBROUTINE EVE R Y (LLL
 t IOK , JAM , KZ ) _
IMPLICIT REAL? e(A-H,0-Z,$) t INTEGER(I-N) ....... ~~
CGMMGN W<331 )
 tPI tHFPItTENLGGt CiUM , ARE ( 75 ) , TI TLE { 75 ) ,UN ITS < 75 ) ,
lwHY< 32,2 ) , SPACE, tl MAX, E1MIN,E2M AX, E2MI N, FACT , END,CLOSE, C » PAD I T 1 ,
2PYHR(3,3) , ZERO,PGPP,SL,RG,R(20) ,GG( 7, 7 ) ,HH( 7 , 7) ,
310(16) -'fNN,*CDE,KKA,'NKHYm , JG < 2 ) ,KKK , NW < 331 )
C THIS VERSION OF EVERY GOES KITH BUG-A AND IS A HOMING SUBROUTINE
C FOK 3 DIFFERENT FREQUENCIES
ERROR=DABS(h( 100 ) -W ( 323 ) )
IF ( ERROR. LT. (. COGS )) Gti TO 1
HERE=OATAN(W(100)/W(20) )
THERE=DATAN(^(323) /H(2C) )
D1FF=3.*( HERE-THERE) /A.
W(73)=0
RETURN
1 PRINT 2,fc(3) , ERROR
IF IW(258).E0.360.) KZ=10
rt(73)=0
If (K"(258) .GT.13C. ) GC TO 3
2 FORMAT (' », 'ERROR AT • , F 5. 1 , 1 X, « MHZ I S • , F 8. b , ' KM • )
l»(258)=14G.C
RETURN
W(258)=36C.O
W(259"»='36C.6
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE ELECTD(X,PXPR,PXPT,NTRY)
IMPLICIT REAL*8( A~H,0-Z,$), INTEGER (I-N)
C _ _
C CHAPMAN LAYER WITH TILTS AND TRAVELING DISTURBANCE
C
LiIMENS~ION P X P R O )
COMMQNl_M 331 It PI ,HFP I , TENLCG ,DUM , ARE ( 75 ) ,TI JLE< 75 ) t UN ITS (75 ) ,
1WHYI 32,2 ) , S>~ACEf EiM~AXvElMlVt E2.MAXvE2MUIf FACTt ENb7crOST7C*t PAbTYl
2 P Y P R ( 3 , 3 ) , Z E R C , P O P P , S L , R O , R ( 2 0 ) ,GG(7 ,7 ) , HH< 7, 7 ) ,
3 IU (16 ) ,NN,PODE,KKA,NHHY(7 ) ,J(2) ,KKK , NW( 33 1 ) , ML I NE
E Q U I V A L E N C E ( E A R T H R , W ( 19 ) i , ( F , W ( 3 ) ) , ( READFN, W ( 200 ) ) ,
H F C O t M ( 2 C l ) )
 v ( H M V W ( 2 0 2 ) ) , ( SCALEH , W( 203 ) ), ( DELTAM, M(204 j ),
2 ( HT , N ( 20 5 ) ) ? . ( HN, M ( 20 6 I ) , ( DAR , W ( 207 ) J , (_OAT , W ( 208 ) )
 f <_DAP . j W ( 209 ) ) ,
3 ( T H E T A C , W ( 2 1 3 ) ) , ( PH IG , W (214) ) , ( ETHO, W( 2 15 ) ) , TEPHO, W ( 2 16 J ),
4 ( E T C O , W ( 2 1 7 ) ) , (EPCO,H(218) ) , (EKTHO,W( 219) ) , ( EKPHG , W ( 220 ) ),
5 ( E K T C O , W ( 2 2 U ) , ( EKPCO ,W( 222 ) ) , (PERIOD,W ( 21 1 ) ) , ( T, W ( 2 1 ) ) ,
5 ( C E N T R C , V « ( 2 6 4 ) ) , ( HMAX , W 1 284) ),( T R A V E L , W ( 22 b ) ) , ( N, NW ( 299 ) )
C
C ___ _ '_ ___ _____
C W( 201 )=CR IT ICAL FREQUENCY AT REFERENCE POINT
C K(202)=LAYER PEAK HEIGHT AT REFERENCE POINT
C VM203)=SCALE HEIGHT OF THE LAYER
C W(204)=PEAK PERTURBATION
C W<205)=HEIGHT CF PEAK PERTURBATION '
C W(206L=THICKNESS PARAMETER Of THE PERIURBATION
C W(207»=WAVELENGTH IN THE R DIRECTION
C w(208)=wAVELENGTh IN THE THETA DIRECTION
C W(205)=WAVELENGTh IN THE PHI DIRECTION
C W(211)=PERIOD OF THE TRAVELING DISTURBANCE
C W(212)=TIME INCREMENT FOR TRACING RAYS
C W(213J=yALUE OF THETA AT REFERENCE POINT __ ____
C W(214)=VALU£ OF PHI AT REFERENCE POINT
C W(215)=GRADIENT OF PEAK HEIGHT IN THE THETA DIRECTION
C W(216)=GRAOIENT OF PEAK HEIGHT IN THE PHI DIRECTION
C W<217)=GRADIENT CF FC IN THE THETA DIRECTION
C W(218)=GRADIENT OF FC IN THE PHI DIRECTION
C W(225) EgUAL TO NONZERO DISREGARDS THE TRA_VELI_NG DISTURBANCE
CALL ERRSET(2C8,5bc,-l, 1)
GO TO (__ll f llf 13, 1^, 15 ) , NTRY
11 ONLY=0
13 IF (R( D.GT.9999.9) GC TO 16
IF (RUJ.GT.RB} GO TO 16
H=R( 1) -EARTHR - ----- ----- •- -
E2MAX=3Q.O
R2=R(2)-THETAO
R3=R(3)-PHIC
ETC=ETCO+EKTCO*T
ETH=ETHO+EKTH*
tPH=EpHQ-»EKPHO*T
TERMC6=R2*ETC+P3*EPC
TERMC=R2*ETH+R3*EPH
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HMAX=HM+TERMO
FC=FCC+TERMOO
TPI = 2_.
F2=F*F
P X P R < 2 ) = 0
p x psiai=5 ___ _ __ __ _____ _ __ _
PXPT=0
FC2=FC*F_C
RN=HT+EARTHR
Z=(H-HMAX)/SCALEH
TERM6=DEXP (.5*1 l.-Z-DEXP (-Z) ))
J.ERM_7=_.5L*.L-1.±DEXPL LrJLl L ___
999 IF (TRAVEL) 25,26,25
25 OELTA=Q_: _ _ _ „• ' _ __ _
GO TC 30
26 TERMl = (Rm-RM/HN __ _ _ ' _ ' _
TERM2=DEXP C-TERMl*f ERM1)
. . . . . TERH3=TPl*(T/PERIQD-*-RN*R2/DAT-»IR(l ) -RN)/OAR»RN*DSIN(R(2) )»R3/DAP)
TERM4=DCOS (TERM3)
TERM5=PSJN ( T E R M 3 ) __ _ _ _" _^ ___ _ _ _ __
DeLTA=OELTA"M*TERM2« tTERM4
. TERM8=TPI*(RN/DATtRN*OCOS (,R.( 2JJ*R3/DAP)
TERM9=TPI*RN*DSIN ( R ( 2 ) ) / C A R
35 FN2=FC2*.TERM.6*il.tDELTA» ___ _ _ • _ . _ _ _ ___ ______ ___
X=FN2/F2
IF JM711.EQ.{Q.5!I GC TO 964 . ' _ ' _ ' _ _ _
PRINT 963,XBtZB,RB,X,H,GtHY,HO
963 FORMAT IJL • t.jB( ElQ.2t 3X I ). . __
k*{ 771 = 0.5
CONTINUE ____________ __ .- , _____ - . ' ______
IF(X-l.E-.30J 51,50,50 I
5 1 X=C.O _ _ . . ' . _ • • . . . - . • _ i
50 IF(UNLY-li 21,1000,21 I
21 .QNLY=1 _ '• J 1 I
IF(X) 22,1000,22 ,
TERM10=OELTAM*TERM2*X/(1.+DELTA) ,
PXPR(1)=IER_M12/SCALEH _ _ ______ ___ -
IF ( T R A V E L ) 1000,35,1000
35 PXPRdi^PXPRt l )-2.*TE«MlO*(TERMl*TERM4/HNtPI*TERH5/i)A_R
TERM 1 1=2. *X/FC
.IE R_M 1 3=TERH5*TERM1Q _________ _____ _ __
PXPR(2)=-TERM8*TERM13-TERM12*ETH/SCALEH+TERM11*ETC
PXPT=-TERMI 3* P i /PER * ERMI i* ( EKTCO*R2 +EKPCo*R3 J-TERM 1 2* EKTHO*RI
__i2j fEKPHQ*R_3l/SCALEH _ _ ___ _ __ __________ ___ _ __ __ ______ i
1000 W(74)=X
RETURN __ ; __ __ _ __ _ _________
14 READFN=0 ; I
RETURN, __ _ __ ' \_ I1 !_: : I
15 RETURN . I
16 F2 = F*F ' _ _ 1_1 '
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S 1 = D S I N ( 1 . 5 7 - R ( 2 I ) • _
C M 7 7 } = HEIGHT "fc"EX~OSPHfcRE : ......... " • ' " " -
C W ( 7 8 ) = E X C S P H E R i C T E M P E R A T U R E (KELVIN)
IF ( H ( 7 7 ) . L T . 1 . 0 ) GO TO 53
RB=W<77)+6370.0
ZB=(k(77)-M202n/W(2C3)
_
XB = ( U( 2C1 )/W( "3 ) )**2*DEXP( .5* { l.-ZB-DlXP (-Z8") f)
XBA=XB
HY=0.848*(( RB/6370. )**2 )*»<'( 78 )/l. 008
V«(77)=0.0
HO=1.008*HY/16.
CCNTINUE • ' ' '
Cl=DCCS(1.57-R(2n
S2=DSIN( 1.36?DC)
C2=DCOS( 1.362DO)
S3=DSIN(R(3)-5.09)
C3=OCOS(R{31-5.0<5)
.S12="S1*S2 ........... ^
C123=C1*C2*C3
C23=C2*C3
C12=C1*C2
PXPR(1)=C.C
PXPR(2)=C.C
PXPR(3)=0.0
Z = R6*« (R( 1)-KB)/R( 1) )"*(2.675E-09/G)*B"ETA*( ( RB**3-( R i 1 ) * ^ 3 ) )
1/RB/R(1))J
H=K( l')-EAKTHR ' ' . - - •
If' t|J--LT.3>8CO_.0) GO_TQ 612 ___ ___ ____
x=b.6 " "" " " ' " ~" •"••;" •-•-••-;•.-- .......
GU TO l^CC
612 CONTINUE
C1=1./DEXP(Z/HC)
Q2=1./DEXP(Z/HY)
X=XB*pSORJ( (G1-K5. 1E-0^)*Q2|/1 1.00G5D)
IF (MDNLY-i) 2C,100C,20 " .............. ..........
2U MONLY=1
PXPZ=-(XB*'2)*(Ql/HO-«-5.1E-04*Q2/HY)/(2.00102*X)
PZPR1=PB*( (RB/(R{1 )**2) )-(2.675fc-09/G)*BETA*(2.*RlU/RB
1*(RB/R(1)I**2I)
Alf A=-
PZPR3=ALFA*(+2.*C12*C12^C3*S3+2.*S1*C1*S2*C2*S3)
PXPR( 1 )=PXPZ*PZPR1
PXPR(2)=PXPZ*PZPR2
GO TO icoo
END
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